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ABSTRACT
This essay joins recent scholarship in arguing that FAccT’s fundamental framing of the potential to achieve the normative conditions
for justice through bettering the design of algorithmic systems is
counterproductive to achieving said justice in practice. Insofar as
the FAccT community’s research tends to prioritize design-stage
interventions, it ignores the fact that the majority of the contextual
factors that practically determine FAccT outcomes happen in the
implementation and impact stages of AI/ML lifecycles.
We analyze an emergent and widely-cited movement within
the FAccT community for attempting to honor the centrality of
contextual factors in shaping social outcomes, a set of strategies
we term ‘metadata maximalism’. Symptomatic of design-centered
approaches, metadata maximalism abstracts away its reliance on
institutions and structures of justice that are, by every observable
metric, already struggling (where not failing) to provide accessible, enforceable rights. These justice infrastructures, moreover, are
currently wildly under-equipped to manage the disputes arising
from digital transformation and machine learning. The political
economy of AI/ML implementation provides further obstructions
to realizing rights. Data and software supply chains, in tandem with
intellectual property protections, introduce structural sources of
opacity. Where duties of care to vulnerable persons should reign,
profit incentives are given legal and regulatory primacy. Errors
are inevitable and inextricable from the development of machine
learning systems.
In the face of these realities, FAccT programs, including metadata maximalism, tend to project their efforts in a fundamentally
counter-factual universe: one in which functioning institutions and
processes for due diligence in implementation and for redress of
harms are working and ready to interoperate with. Unfortunately,
in our world, these institutions and processes have been captured
by the interests they are meant to hold accountable, intentionally
hollowed-out, and/or were never designed to function in today’s
sociotechnical landscape. Continuing to produce (fair! accountable!
transparent!) data-enabled systems that operate in high-impact
areas, irrespective of this landscape’s radically insufficient paths to
justice, given the unavoidability of errors and/or intentional misuse
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in implementation, and the exhaustively-demonstrated disproportionate distribution of resulting harms onto already-marginalized
communities, is a choice - a choice to be CounterFAccTual.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The ACM Conference on Fairness, Accountability, and Transparency’s foundationally acontextual framing of normative values
undermines the actual achievement of fairness, accountability, or
transparency in practice. Normative conditions, like fairness and
accountability, cannot be engineered in a vacuum. They are established, interpreted, adjudicated, and enforced in-context - typically,
by pre-existing institutions. The FAccT community’s research focuses on governing the provenance and design of digital systems,
with little attention paid to the contexts within which those systems
operate. Much of the FAccT community’s research and interventions are conducted without a clear vision for how its work should
interoperate with externally-defined social norms, or for governing
interaction with the institutions that enforce them in practice. The
FAccT Conference’s focus on achieving positive social outcomes
through research-and-development stage interventions not only
misunderstands how social outcomes are realized, they proactively
undermine the institutions and systems capable of realizing their
goals in-context. In this paper, we focus on ACM FAccT research
in terms of its stated goals, methods, and theory of change; we find
them dissonant. As a result, we argue, that FAccT, in its current
state, is counter-FAccTual.

1.1

The Role of Context in Governance Design

There is a fundamental difference between designing systems for
technical function and for social outcomes. Technical solutions can
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be achieved by a defined group of actors under controlled conditions. The tendency within the computer sciences to imagine social
outcomes as engineerable is consonant with a long history of scientific practice characterized by a framing of success as that which can
be accomplished and evaluated within a bounded, rational system
(e.g. [24]). The adoption of normative as opposed to technical goals,
on the other hand, transposes the question of success or failure
into an unbounded, indeterminate space defined in terms of the
quality of relationships between a range of entities, inputs, and outputs. In the face of this complexity, in order for a system to know
that it is achieving its normative goals, it must have the capacity
to monitor the normative implications of its inputs and outputs
(due diligence and impact assessment processes, respectively). It
must also develop the capacities necessary to identify and, where
necessary, adapt behavior and redress unanticipated harms. The
nature, scale, and intensity of oversight and adaptation mechanisms
are defined in-context, typically based on the scale of impact of
the system. In other words, normatively sound governance is not
primarily determined by the material or historical properties of the
tools, but by the context of their use.
For example, procuring a certified N95 mask is a different kind
of task for a hospital administrator in 2022 than for a hobbyist
carpenter in 2019; the level of appropriate due diligence in sourcing
varies because the potential outcomes resulting from these N95
transactions have such different stakes. The appropriate amount of
oversight of the administrator or the carpenter varies by the same
logic. In neither case, however, can it justly be the responsibility of
the mask manufacturer to determine the necessary due diligence or
oversight on their own, because the manufacturer cannot anticipate
all the contexts in which their product will be deployed. While
the accomplishment of a technical goal (the function of the mask
under particular testing conditions) can be effectively assessed
within the bounds of the lab or factory, the normative goals towards
which the masks will be employed (e.g. safety, care) can only be
accomplished and accounted for in the context of their use. The
responsibility of the manufacturer is to ensure that their work
facilitates the governance needs of their users (including, e.g., both
the carpenter and the administrator), as determined by those users
and the relevant contextual institutions (e.g. OSHA and the NIH).
Our contention is that data about the provenance of a digital
asset is not an acontextually good or just predictor of its future
fairness, accountability, or transparency outcomes in practice. The
FAccT community’s focus is on legitimizing the maximization of
data, model, and service reusability (i.e. justifying progressively
less-regulated market-based exchange and fewer impediments to
scaling). In so far as it continues to invest in collecting and making
available provenance (meta)data, FAccT research explicitly ignores
more obvious, established, and effective means of achieving its
social impact goals.
Our analysis is organized around an illustrative review and critique of a group of allied and widely-cited critical FAccT projects.
These we construe as representative of the mainstream of critical
FAccT research. We offer three objections to these projects as a
means to achieving FAccT outcomes in-practice: (a) the structural
incentives towards opacity, competition, and commercial frames
within digital supply chains; (b) the convenient illusion of practical
pathways to justice for harmed actors; and (c) the fundamental
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flaw in their theory of change, namely the problematic and broadly
self-centered focus on interventions ‘in the lab’. We follow this analysis with an alternative frame for FAccT critiques that incorporates
both stage and scale of development context, toward restoring the
contextual integrity of data/ML governance systems [49].

2 METADATA MAXIMALISM: A CRITIQUE
2.1 Background
As soon as a system adopts normative goals, like fairness, accountability, or transparency, it assumes responsibility for building the
capabilities to know whether it’s achieving those goals, and for
adapting accordingly. Primary among those capabilities are the ability to perceive and evaluate its inbound and outbound interactions
with the world through the lens of that norm, i.e. due diligence
(monitoring inbound exchanges) and impact assessment (monitoring outbound exchange). Beyond raw awareness, systems also
require the capacity to adapt their behavior toward their goals
over time, and the independent oversight to provide redress for the
ways in which they fail to achieve their goals. These latter capabilities, which provide the ability for responsible parties to evolve
the behavior of the system toward its intended goals, we refer to as
adaptability.
A further necessary element of systems in pursuit of normative
goals is infrastructure for participation. The ability of stakeholders
to participate meaningfully in a system is both in and of itself an
expression of normative values (i.e. that a system’s legitimacy is
in some way tied to its responsiveness and accountability to its
stakeholders) and a capability that a system must have in order to
achieve its normative goals. Without mechanisms for stakeholder
participation, in other words, a sociotechnical system risks both
illegitimacy and inefficacy. Obviously, the questions of who participates, in what ways, and to what ends are centrally important to the
normative outcomes of the system in question (see, e.g. [18]). Participation, then, becomes an (often implicit) dependency on which
the effective accomplishment of normative goals relies. The ways in
which stakeholders are enabled and disabled from participating - by
both endogenous (system design) and exogenous (environmental,
contextual) factors - are key determinants of a system’s ability to
achieve its goals.
Systemic capabilities for oversight, adaptability, and participation are necessarily codependent, and their design must be
contextually-determined. Oversight without adaptability is ineffectual, while adaptation without oversight is blind - and unjust
(e.g. [60]). Absent a rootedness in the context of application, oversight cannot appreciate the normative significance of its findings
and adaptation strategies are unmoored from reality. The appropriateness and design of oversight, adaptability, and participation in
digital systems varies based on the normative implications of the
impacts of those systems, based on a range of contextual factors
like type of use, scale of deployment, and stage of development.
Turning to data-enabled systems, information about the origin
and movement of datasets, models, and services is foundational
for both due diligence and impact assessment. Provenance information for digital inputs is essential to adjudicate whether a given
data-enabled system should be accorded trust within a particular
context of use [45]. The same goes for information about outbound
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datasets and models’ chain of custody, or trajectory ([41, 42]). Both
provenance and trajectory information are necessary to secure accountability for the outcomes of such systems (e.g. [48]). These
capabilities are, however, not enough. Digital systems whose oversight relies on the use of provenance and trajectory metadata must
design those oversight capabilities appropriately for the context
in which that system is situated. Further, digital systems without
integrated and contextually-determined adaptability and participation architectures are certainly not sufficient to achieve normative
goals - especially in the absence of well-functioning independent
oversight mechanisms.
An emergent strand of FAccT scholarship has proposed a set
of practices and infrastructures for achieving normative goals
by adding contextualizing information to datasets and machinelearning models and services (e.g. [4, 5, 9, 20, 29, 30, 47, 57, 62, 74].
We refer to these projects and proposals as metadata maximalism.
While most, if not all, of the above proposals focus on provenance
and trajectory documentation in order to enable transparency as
a key normative goal, metadata maximalism is often extended to
a range of other proposed normative aims. These include fairness,
social acceptance of machine learning in sensitive domains [4], system stability [74], trustworthiness [4, 62], accountability [74], [62],
interpretability [74], efficiency of development [29], robustness of
results [5], and bias mitigation [5].
At the risk of flattening the differences between these projects,
we posit that the theory of change espoused by metadata maximalists is threefold:
• that practices of documentation will sensitize technologists
to the ethical dimensions of their work, resulting in a more
FAccT supply of datasets, models, and services (supply-side
theory),
• that the information encoded into metadata will inform and
encourage due diligence practices, enabling consumers to
effectively steer supplier practice via the discipline of the
market (demand-side theory) (see, e.g. [20], p. 2; [4], p. 8),
and
• that subjects of data-enabled systems whose rights have been
violated through their interactions with these systems will
be sufficiently equipped by metadata to pursue justice for
their harms (judicial remedy theory).
In order for the above theories of change to be effective in securing FAccT outcomes, there are a number of things that would
have to be true about the world. The researchers and developers
of machine learning datasets, models, and services would have to
be empowered to design and develop digital objects in such ways
that profit and corporate power were subordinate considerations
relative to FAccT norms. The data supply chain would have to
be structured so as to preserve and contribute to metadata at all
points along a digital object’s lifecycle, so that metadata was intact
and comprehensive by the time that object reaches a prospective
user/consumer. Subjects affected by digital systems would know
exactly which specific systems were affecting them at particular
times and in particular ways. They would have access to metadatabased documentation of those digital objects and systems, and they
would be able to leverage that documentation in an adjudication
process should their rights be violated by those objects or systems.
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In the latter part of this section, we demonstrate that these conditions do not accurately describe the world in which we live. First,
however, we explore how, even if these conditions were ground
truth, the metadata maximalist approach to facilitating normative
goals would still be problematic.

2.2

FAccT’s Lab-Centricity

In this section, we join FAccT-critical researchers in pointing towards the limitations of tech ethics practices and discourse that focus inwardly on technologists and their agency (e.g. [7, 23, 63, 67]).
The mainstream of FAccT research proposes to accomplish normative goals by making processes in ‘the lab’ more just, a disposition we term above the supply-side theory of change. By ‘the lab’,
we mean a specific context: the environments in which technologists research, design, and develop digital objects and systems,
with the explicit intention of deploying those systems in a different context. FAccT’s lab-centricity licenses technologists to make
decisions in the lab about development procedures and system
design for ML datasets, models, and services that, in any other
context, would come with at least three fundamental governance
expectations: (1) an agreement between the human subjects being
represented and the entity doing the representing, i.e. consent; (2)
architecture for subjects to participate in oversight and adaptation;
and (3) a mechanism for adjudicating disputes, adapting norms, and
enforcing accountabilities. These are precisely the capabilities left
unaddressed by lab-centric interventions.
Making research, development, and design practices more inclusive and self-reflexive, while normatively positive developments
for technologists themselves, is at best parallel to the task of restructuring how fairness, accountability, and transparency operate
in the context of use for ML-related systems. This is not to say that
there are no FAccT stakes within the lab, nor that the lab is so easy
to delineate by personnel or geography (e.g. [3, 21, 31, 55, 59]). Our
point is to highlight the limits of focusing on and acting within the
lab, and more importantly, the hazards of attempting to resolve governance issues there and then. Digital systems exchange inputs and
outputs with varied actors and ecosystems in ways that cannot be
predicted and controlled for in advance (e.g. [22]). The assumption
of the lab as the locus of ethical practice presumes a commitment
to the development of certain technologies, precludes the ability of
stakeholders to ask first principles questions (i.e. even if a system
executed its task perfectly, would it be just?), and channels moral
energy away from other more fundamental reforms ([6, 32, 35]).
2.2.1 The lab as a stage of production. The lab is defined not by
a location but by its relationship to a stage of the digital product
lifecycle: in other words, we would not ask, ‘where is the lab?’ but
rather, ‘when is a lab?’ [66]. It is wherever sociotechnical objects
and systems are being created, prior to being validated in-context
or deployed. Characteristically of FAccT approaches, the key tactic
of the metadata maximalist projects is to intervene in lab practices,
specifically documentation. The proposals intervene at the stages
of data collection/creation ([5, 20]), model training [47], integration
and product development [29], due diligence among ML services
purchasers [4], and at the point of use by operators [62]. [30] addresses the entirety of the research and development pipeline.
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What these proposals have in common is a focus on the stages of
development that occur prior to any meaningful contact with or deployment into real-world contexts of use at scale, and the inequities
that arise as a result. As a result, metadata maximalism forces itself
into a position in which it produces documentation of how various
interests intersect in the production of ML datasets, models, and
services (for instance, interests in proportionate representation and
culturally sensitive labels/classifications), without ever directly involving the participation of stakeholders who actually hold these
interests.
2.2.2 The lab as a set of interests and actors. FAccT’s focus on lab
intervention does two things: contain and render opaque to the
public normatively-consequential deliberations, and protect and
reproduce the concentration of agency within the lab. Metadata
maximalist practices are regarded by some of the proposals as a sort
of normative therapy for technologists: by performing the labor
of metadata collection and documentation, workers become sensitized to the FAccT stakes of their decisions, thereby (presumably)
developing better and more FAccT-enabling datasets, models, and
services. The degree to which reflective technologists are licensed
to adjust their practices within the lab, however, is conditioned and
constrained by the business models which fund it (e.g. [70, 71]),
along with the business models of the eventual deploying actor.
FAccT, then, is able to effectively gate-keep governance agency
by construing deliberation as technical and/or proprietary and by
constraining technical discussions within parameters which do not
threaten shareholder value. In other words, by focusing on perfecting the lab’s role in digital system design, instead of focusing on
integrating with architectures for broader participation or contextual, institutional governance, the FAccT community prioritizes its
own political influence on sociotechnical conditions and ensures
that the bounds on its own ethical agency are reproduced throughout the ML ecosystem. The collateral damage includes the influence
of those subjects who directly experience these systems, and the
institutions historically responsible for realizing governance within
them.
Insofar as metadata maximalist proposals intend their work to be
functional for particular actors outside of the lab, the ‘consumers’
of datasets, models, and services for whom maximalist metadata are
intended are not the subjects of these resources and systems, but
their operators. [62], for instance, proposes a labeling system oriented towards operators of ML services/products (e.g. bank tellers,
loan officers). [74]’s ‘nutritional label’ for algorithmic ranking systems is intended for “developers, regulators and the public” (1). The
Dataset Nutrition Label project ([29, 9]) is oriented towards “data
specialists. . . all professionals utilizing data in automated decision
making systems: data scientists, analysts, machine learning engineers, model developers, artificial intelligence researchers, and a variety of others in this space” ( [29], p. 2 in footnote). The FactSheets
proposal [4] focuses on consumers of ‘AI services’. [5]’s proposal
for ‘data statements’ for natural language processing (NLP) datasets
favors an intended audience of technologists and policy-makers
(though they mention the possibility of use as well by private citizens who wish to contest ADS recommendations/decisions on
due process grounds, see 599). In focusing attention primarily on
the needs of technologists and operators, the metadata maximalist
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schemes empower the powerful at the cost of the participation of
affected data subjects.

2.2.3 The lab’s dependencies on a counterfactual world. The downstream users of a given dataset, model, or service in the context
of contemporary data supply chains are essentially indeterminate
(see, e.g. [53]). This is not lost on the metadata maximalist proposers. Since expending energy on ways to potentially constrain
this downstream user base would directly undermine the business
imperatives of data capitalist firms, FAccT approaches tend instead
to frame the unknowability of downstream use as an inevitability
which can either be conveniently ignored or assumedly mitigated.
Several metadata maximalist projects explicitly state that their motivation is to bless increasingly open (i.e. unregulated) use of datasets,
models, or services by offering assurance that prospective users will
be sufficiently equipped by the augmented metadata to make valid
judgements about their normative stakes in use (e.g. [4]). This move
not only implies the sufficiency of lab-based approaches to governance, it simultaneously underwrites governance by open market
for datasets, models, and services; willfully ignores the structural
incentives of data intermediaries to obfuscate provenance; and fundamentally misconstrues the ways in which governance attempts
to achieve justice in practice.
Unfortunately, both the provenance and internal logics of deployed digital systems are not only invisible to those affected by
such systems [52], there are rarely any means by which they could
discover or participate in improving the underlying conditions, e.g.
supply chain issues [72]. That power asymmetry is the nearly universal political economy into which metadata maximalist interventions are deployed - and why focusing on fairness, accountability,
and transparency interventions for the comparatively small number
of data system operators, as opposed to the large number of people
whose rights are impacted by the implementation of data systems,
undermines the realization of those norms.
Unless and until the power to adjudicate dataset, model, and
service-related conflicts and enforce remedies is devolved to the
level of use-context, the centralization of agency of which FAccT is
a part will continue to stymie justice. Simply put, digital systems
will inevitably produce errors, some of which become harms [48].
That errors can neither be entirely anticipated nor prevented is
a long-established truism in computer science [68]. Through its
lab-centricity, FAccT nevertheless puts its eggs in the basket of
error avoidance; governance in context, on the other hand, tunes
itself towards the detection, adjudication, and resolution of such
inevitable harms. It has mechanisms for interpreting these harms to
inform the adjustment and oversight of a given system so that the
harms are not repeated, but learned from. Systems of governance
are able to struggle towards progress almost precisely to the extent
to which their design and operations are calibrated for the particular
normative demands of their context. We argue that the inward focus
of metadata maximalism both reproduces unjust concentrations of
unaccountable power in ‘the lab’ of machine learning, and reflects
a fundamental misconstrual of the nature of struggles for justice,
which depend on rootedness in the places, institutions, and people
where oppression is experienced.
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2.3

Structural Obstacles

We now turn to a demonstration of the ways in which assumptions
about stakeholder participation, on which metadata maximalist
theories of change depend, are unfounded. We focus on two obstacles to the metadata maximalist theories of change: the ‘supply
chain shredder’ of metadata (which blocks the demand-side theory
of change), and the paucity of accessible pathways to justice for
harmed individuals (which undermines the judicial remedy theory
of change).
2.3.1 The Supply Chain Shredder. Metadata maximalism reliant
on a demand-side theory of change posits that investment in extensive documentation for datasets, models, and services is warranted
because that information will make its way to downstream prospective stakeholders, attached to the digital asset in question. Key
data supply chains, however, exhibit structural dynamics that act
like a shredder for metadata. Without claiming this taxonomy to
be all-encompassing, we identify three structural obstacles to the
delivery of FAccT-salient metadata to downstream stakeholders:
intermediation, reification, and interpolation.
Intermediation. Aggregation of diverse datasets is a commonplace occurrence in many real world data supply chains (e.g.
[27, 43, 69]). It is a core business practice of data brokers of varied
kinds. When heterogeneous datasets (e.g. public records from varied state sources; location data from CDRs, MAC address sniffing,
and GPS) are combined within the ‘black boxes’ of data brokers, the
stripping away of provenance and trajectory metadata is motivated
by a rationale of proprietary privilege and competitive trade secrecy. Communicating the painstaking means by which their data
assemblages are sourced and integrated would effectively provide
data brokers’ customers, and potentially competitors, a roadmap to
replicating this work themselves. This means that there are business
model-driven motivations for data brokers to intentionally undermine the work of diligent metadata maximalists (see, e.g. [12]). To
make matters worse, brokers receive much of their data assets from
other brokers; rinse and repeat ([ 12], p. 94). Further, the importance
of these practices for the profitability of data brokers means that
those corporate actors are legally bound by their fiduciary obligations to their stakeholders to protect these practices (see [36]).
Intermediation, through which diverse datasets are standardized,
made commensurable, and rendered amnesiac, therefore presents a
structural obstacle to metadata maximalism’s full achievement of
its fairness and equity-enhancing potential, as by the time datasets,
models, and services come into contact with operators and subjects,
they have been relieved of their metadata.
Reification. When datasets are reduced to a score, ranking, or
other simplified metric, the metadata contextualizing the constituent data ingredients are lost. Ranking Facts [74] attempts to
address this kind of metadata loss through their ‘Recipe’ and ’Ingredients’ widgets associated with, respectively, the ranking algorithm
(for instance, “for a linear scoring formula, each attribute would
be listed together with its weight”), and the data features “most
material to the ranked outcome” (2). This approach fails to account
for two dynamics: one, as mentioned above and detailed below, data
brokers are incentivized to obscure, rather than reveal, the ‘recipe’
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and ‘ingredients’ that compose their products, i.e. scores/ranks. Secondly, these scores themselves travel widely, well beyond the scope
of their creators’ intended use-cases: for instance, in a United States
context, three-digit credit scores have somewhat controversially
become a proxy metric for individuals’ trustworthiness in contexts
such as employment and housing markets [see, e.g. [16, 17, 58].
When these score-outputs become inputs into new algorithmicallymediated systems, the ‘chain of custody’ for metadata is both broken
and obscured.
Interpolation. In various contexts, it may be expedient for data
processors to infer information in order to fill a data gap. Sometimes these inferences are performed in order to standardize data
whose collection and/or storage may have been irregular; sometimes these inferences are in support of projects that seek to avoid
the appearance and/or legal liability of using sensitive or protected
data. The increasingly prevalent use of ‘synthetic’ data in research
(e.g. [28, 54]) represents an acceleration of the trend toward interpolation. The obstacle here is not that data is being created through
inference; after all, there is no reason in theory why metadata maximalist principles couldn’t be applied to document such an inference
production process, with ethically-salutary effects for the data’s
creators, as well as potential downstream users and subjects. The
core of the issue here is that certain actors in data supply chains
are incentivized towards secrecy and metadata erasure to gain
competitive advantage and to avoid potential liability, respectively.
Even should data processors be inclined to preserve metadata, the
infrastructures and practices necessary to produce supply chain
transparency are far from costless. All this means the likelihood of
such actors observing metadata maximalist principles in the creation of inferred data is close to zero in the absence of regulatory
injunction and enforcement to the contrary (precisely the kinds of
interventions not contemplated in FAccT framings).
Together, these structural obstacles to the preservation of
labored-over metadata undermine the plausibility of the demandside theory of change espoused by metadata maximalist projects.
They further underline the limitations of FAccT framings that fail
to consider the incentive structures of shareholder capitalist business models as key factors in the problem-space of algorithmic
oppression.
2.3.2 Pathways to Justice. In the judicial remedy theory of change,
access to the kinds of information encoded by metadata maximalism would be helpful to individuals seeking justice for data-enabled
harms. But there are serious obstacles precluding the realization of
this vision. Every justice system in the world has access-to-justice
issues with existing case loads (see, e.g. [73]). (Here, we use the
term justice system to refer to both formal and informal dispute
adjudication systems - distinguished by the intention to deliver
equitable outcomes, as opposed to resolutions in-favor of one parties’ interests, like customer service). Adjudicating cases involving
technology adds complexity in terms of questions of jurisdiction,
novel questions of law, and unprecedented procedural design problems [10]. This lack of digital harm-specific infrastructure for rights
enforcement compounds the overall and ongoing crisis in access to
justice. As an example of this background condition, in the United
States a recent White House commission on Americans’ access to
justice reported that:
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“[e]ven before the pandemic, a 2017 Legal Services
Corporation (LSC) study showed that 86% of the civil
legal problems reported by low-income Americans
received inadequate or no legal help, and that 71%
of low-income households had experienced at least
one civil legal problem in the last year. . . [including]
issues as crucial as health care, housing conditions,
disability benefits, veterans’ benefits, and domestic
violence. Notably, this figure only includes civil legal
problems that are reported in the first place, which are
estimated to represent only about 20% of all civil legal
challenges. . . [government and nonprofit services]
provide approximately one attorney per ten thousand
lower-income Americans” [40].
This raises the question: even if maximalist metadata were able
to find its way into the hands of individuals subject to data-centric
harms, what would they do with it? Giving these individuals information intended to facilitate their empowerment in contexts
with demonstrably inadequate systems of rights enforcement only
informs them of their helplessness in the face of a harm they can’t
remediate. This not only breeds disaffection and distrust, it empowers the perpetrators of those harms with broad impunity, as they
are able to claim compliance while offloading their responsibilities
to the harmed. Privacy scholars (e.g. [50, 65]) have exhaustively
demonstrated how the ‘notice and consent’ paradigm for managing
rights in digital systems provides strategic value for data processors
by framing consumers as ultimately responsible for the outcomes
of engaging with a particular service. This framing claims that
consumers’ ability to choose among competing services justifies
insufficient rights protections within a given digital service.
This is farcical on multiple levels: consumers are neither on average sufficiently literate in algorithmic systems to be able to discern
which bits of information about a system are relevant to their interests, nor do they have the time to devote to attaining this literacy
and exercising it on a case by case basis all day every day; the idea
of choice as responsibility is viable only if there are legitimate differences among the alternatives from which they might choose (not
frequently the case), and if individuals have the agency to choose
in the first place (questionable given cases in which individuals are
involuntarily or unknowingly subject to ADS) [e.g. [14, 51, 52]).
Finally, we should be suspicious of these kinds of proposals, as firms
have long promoted framings of individual responsibility for collective problems as a strategy for displacing their own culpability
(see, e.g., [64]), a move consonant with a neoliberal framing of the
entrepreneurial individual as fully responsible for their fate [15].
Informational objects, including metadata, could in theory contribute to securing fairness, accountability, transparency, and trustworthiness in digital systems. But to realize those results, they
would have to be operationalized within an ecosystem of reciprocal
and accountable relations, aligned incentives between the operators and subjects of data systems, and paths to justice accessible
to data subjects and their representatives. These are observably
not the social conditions into which algorithmic systems are being
integrated. The shortcomings of the metadata maximalist judicial
remedy theory of change are exemplary of the ways in which mainstream FAccT fails to consider the over-determining significance of
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oppression writ large for algorithmic oppression in particular. The
struggle for data justice depends upon larger liberation struggles:
“[h]ow do we decolonize AI if the world is not even decolonized?
. . . [I]f we wish to live in a more just world inside and outside of
technology, we must not only abolish algorithmic oppression, but
all oppression” [25] (p. 4).
Our next section discusses strategies and structures for contextual governance, derived from a variety of institutional contexts
and governance traditions, particularly focusing on justice systems
and human rights protection infrastructures. We discuss how, in
various situations, these strategies are associated with the presence
of particular contextual factors, including scale, nature, and intensity of impact. Finally, we offer suggestions for future directions in
research and practice for achieving FAccT outcomes in context.

3

CONTEXTUAL GOVERNANCE

Structurally and substantively, the way that most governance institutions realize basic rights - let alone subjective normative conditions, like fairness, accountability, and transparency - depends
on context. Metadata maximalism is motivated by the implicit assumption that a complete contextual history of a dataset, model, or
service can predict the normative implications of its use in-context,
therefore warranting acontextual trust. This is, unfortunately, diametrically opposed to how the institutions that are designed to
uphold our rights and norms operate: our justice institutions are
designed to strictly limit the use of an individual’s history to make
claims about their future behavior. Courts, for example, explicitly
limit the amount of information and characteristic inference available, including most of a person’s prior history, to juries in the
hopes of fairly adjudicating specific cases on their merit.
Contextual factors are the foundation of determining the legitimacy and authority of an institution in a given situation. Legal
systems, for example, consider a range of contextual factors when
determining which courts have the authority to adjudicate specific
claims - including the subject of the dispute, the residence of the
parties involved, and the location where disputed actions occurred.
Similarly, the scale of a dispute’s potential impact can shape the
process by which it’s adjudicated, the type of relief a court is able
to offer, and the degree of specialty required by the court. For example, the amount of money involved in a dispute can determine
whether a case is heard by a small claims court instead of a more
formal proceeding. Substantively, there are a range of contextual
factors that determine the responsibility of the parties involved, the
stringency of the standards to which they’re held, and the severity
of the potential punishments. For example, a doctor is held to a
different standard when giving medical advice to a patient than
a hairdresser, because the law recognizes that the asymmetry of
power is typically larger between a doctor and a patient, as is the
likely impact of the doctor’s advice (e.g. [19, 46]). Ultimately, the
law’s recognition of contextual factors in determining the appropriate structure and rules for adjudication, and its careful treatment of
contextual information as evidence, is representative of how most
institutions protect fairness in and across a nearly infinite range of
scales and contexts. It is to systems of governance in context that
we now turn for lessons in applied FAccT.

CounterFAccTual: How FAccT Undermines Its Organizing Principles

3.1

Putting FAccT Governance (Back) In
Context

Recognizing that the FAccT community’s focus on acontextual
governance interventions undermines its ability to achieve normative outcomes, it follows that shifting focus toward interventions
that re-establish the systemic influence of rightsholders in-context
could yield positive normative outcomes. While the FAccT community’s research - and metadata maximalism, specifically - often
aims at helping identify the contextual characteristics of a dataset,
model, or service, the mechanisms by which they do so result in a
consolidation and concentration of their own agency, as opposed
to distributing power in support of independent governance and
rights enforcement. The disparity between the FAccT community’s
intended broad impacts and its comparatively narrow approach to
achieving those ends, not only merits interrogation - it provides an
opportunity for improvement.
We propose that any strategy for the realization of rights in
regards to digital systems must account for two, determinative
aspects of contextual governance: (1) stage of development and
scale of deployment; and (2) embedded or facilitated pathways to
conflict adjudication. When it comes to applied digital systems,
the realization of fairness, accountability, and/or transparency requires consideration of the potential for harm - which can arise
based on both the stage and scale of development ([26, 56]) and the
relative accessibility of independent governance and enforcement
mechanisms [33].
Though data and machine learning systems are assuredly distinctive territories for governance, the governance challenges their
development poses aren’t unique. There are a number of mature
industries that have pioneered innovative technologies and approaches, across a range of scales, contexts, and potential for harm.
Additionally, critical researchers in participatory design and design
justice have, over the last decade, expanded the purview of their
work beyond objects to systems (e.g. [11, 39]). As a result, there
are a range of participation and governance models designed to
map and protect the rights of those interested in, and impacted by,
the process of building valuable technologies in high-risk contexts.
Those examples don’t obviate, or even necessarily mitigate, the
inherent politics of product development or scaling ([44, 61]), but
they do provide a useful framework for identifying, mapping, and
even modeling the rights and harms that commonly arise.
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modeling potential solutions, and may include attempts at initial
production. Importantly, at this stage, a product is mostly an intellectual undertaking, with typically minor risks or impacts on others.
While this isn’t always the case, especially for the FAccT community - which has proven the environmental costs, for example, of
building and training machine learning models ([6, 13]) - most of
the governance frameworks focused on research and prototyping
simply require compliance with general, existing legal obligations.
In other words, while there are a lot of best practice suggestions
about building inclusion and participation into problem modeling
and solution design, they rarely become legal considerations unless
they violate some other, pre-existing set of laws and rights.

3.1.1 Stage of Development as a Contextual Frame. One of the
defining characteristics of FAccT’s framing is that it typically focuses on a single stage of development at a time, with the intention
of affecting conditions across the entire life cycle of digital system
use (though see [30] for a more comprehensive, if still lab-centric,
approach). Here, we use a high-level overview of the lifecycle of development, from research to production to use, in order to highlight
the governance-relevant aspects of stage and scale change. For the
FAccT community’s purposes, this list is intentionally illustrative,
in the hopes of framing future research and interventions.

Experimentation and Validation (purpose articulation/fitness testing). The experimentation and validation stage of development,
however, is highly regulated - in no small part because of its inherent risk. At the experimentation and validation stage, the researcher
moves from modeling into testing the product. This can obviously
happen in a range of settings, with a varying consideration given
to the potential impact of the test itself. In mature industries that
develop products with a recognized impact, whether on the environment, animals, or human well-being, there are a significant
range of institutional and ethical frameworks designed to ensure
the awareness, agency, and protection of participants.
In biomedicine, extremely unethical experimentation,
weaponized against Black and brown bodies, spurred the
creation of the Belmont Report and eventually, in the United States,
the Common Rule - which established a pathway of escalating
requirements that govern the conditions under which publicly
funded, qualified professionals can experiment on human subjects.
Importantly, these conditions require professionally certified
oversight, institutional review, experimenters to accept duties to
subjects, and the provision of transparency, proportionality, and
accountability mechanisms to subjects. While these conditions
aren’t necessarily directly transposable to machine learning
research, there have been examples of data-centric experiments
being performed in public or on human subjects (e.g. [38]). Those
cases, though often treated as public relations problems for the
technology companies that conducted them, raise significant
questions about the ethics, risks, and harms made possible by
ungoverned digital experimentation. [4] cites Institutional Review
Boards (IRBs) as an antecedent for their metadata maximalism
proposal; the irony here is that while IRBs are independent bodies
integrated within institutions for research, with oversight authority
persisting throughout the conduct of an experimental study, the
metadata maximalism format has no such third party empowered
to be in continuous governance relations, robbing the structure
of its normative efficacy. In other words, the normative power of
an IRB doesn’t reside in the forms that experimenters fill out; the
FAccT qualities come from requiring that the relationship between
structurally powerful researchers and vulnerable subjects is reciprocal, respectful, and cautious, with risk-conscious enforcement
mechanisms at the ready to keep researchers accountable.

Research/Prototyping (design/development) . Though research and
prototyping processes vary dramatically, this stage of development
is typically focused on problem and solution modeling. The research
and prototyping stage typically involves identifying requirements,

Production/Hosting. Once a product has passed the necessary
tests, the next step is, usually, production. At this stage, the product
moves from “idea” to “enterprise,” requiring or integrating a number
of changes. For example, if the researcher was not already affiliated
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with a sponsoring entity, they usually start or join a company
focused on the production (and/or distribution) of the underlying
solution. In addition, the company may have to source production
inputs - whether data sources, labor, and/or facilities - each of which
are independently regulated. For the purposes of governance, the
production stage of development involves the interests and equity
associated with compliance, the investment of others (whether
capital, labor, or data licenses), and ensuring that the underlying
enterprise generally avoids causing harm by virtue of its inputs,
processes, and outputs.
This can also mean developing diligence and supply chain oversight systems, in order to avoid direct and indirect harms enabled
by production, and, where relevant, the defects caused by imperfect production. Digital supply chain governance is additionally
complicated when the underlying product or service is unstable,
unregulated, and/or spans potentially conflicting jurisdictional requirements. Once a company starts production, the governance
requirements become cumulative. Whereas not every company will
maintain continuous experimentation, once a product reaches this
stage, it’s likely to develop - by commission or omission - governance responses to each of the considerations described in this
section and below.
Distribution/Commercialization. Once a product reaches the distribution and commercialization stage, the sponsoring company
acquires a new set of governance responsibilities. At a basic level,
the company has to consider the compliance and market-access requirements of the places where it would like to operate - for digital
systems, which can deploy globally with technical ease, that means
engaging with an exponentially larger set of business administration, taxation, and political requirements. While it’s likely obvious
to the FAccT community, the distribution stage of production also
typically involves negotiating with a range of independent businesses responsible for ensuring material aspects of the products
stack - whether hosting, third-party certification, or physical distribution logistics. And, of course, at this stage the sponsoring company also needs to establish and govern its relationships with users
and/or customers - which involves ensuring the integrity of a range
of technical, transactional, legal, and reputational considerations.
The primary difference at the distribution and commercialization
stage is that the sponsoring company transitions from governing
the integrity and impact of its internal operations to managing the
requirements and expectations of a broad range of external actors
and enabling infrastructure.
Adoption/Use . While implied by production and distribution,
once a product is being actively used by one or more people, its
producer is at least partially responsible for the impacts of its use.
Historically, mature industries were responsible for reasonably setting customer expectations about what its product can functionally
do (usually through advertising and sales) and, if a product is potentially dangerous, the conditions or limitations that are necessary
for safe use (usually established in its contract guarantees and warranties). Beyond setting expectations, however, a company is also
often responsible for the ways that people misuse or abuse their
product - especially if those abuses were foreseeable. In the same
way that the production and distribution stages require a business
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to expand its governance to oversee its fairly-negotiated relationships with external companies, once a product is in use, companies
have to govern the full range of, often unpredictable, ways in which
it could be used.
Scaled Adoption/Use (impact-related). Very few products get to
the point of becoming presumptive utilities, however, digital systems - and especially machine learning tools - often reach that stage
more quickly than other product categories, if only because of their
adoption by large-scale systems. Once a product has reached ubiquity, like the mobile phone, its producers acquire an additional,
comparatively large set of governance responsibilities based on the
way that other systems rely on that product. For example, digital
utility systems will often have to govern their relationship to various political institutions, public health systems, and/or security
interests. There’s no simple, obvious, or universal approach to developing governance at that scale, but one of the major tensions
stems from the centralization of the authority it exerts. While creating mechanisms for participatory governance doesn’t preempt
scrutiny or accountability, nearly all decisions made at this scale
are interpreted as political, with commensurate scrutiny.
While this list isn’t comprehensive, it does illustrate the way
that governance requirements evolve throughout the process of
product development. In doing so, it also demonstrates that popular
and legal expectations for the governance of a product change
as it invites the reliance of others and grows in impact. These
dynamics, while hardly novel, have formative, foundational impacts
on the political, commercial, and normative character of a digital
system - including on the public and regulatory perceptions of their
fairness, accountability, and transparency. In order for the FAccT
community to realize those norms, it should invest in research
and governance interventions that survive and evolve through the
lifecycle of development and are responsive to the scale of impact.

3.2

Institutional and Participatory
Interoperability

The above references to design patterns in the structure and practice of contextual governance focus mainly on the capabilities of
oversight and adaptability. One of the most challenging aspects,
however, of designing the governance of digital systems - particularly machine learning systems - is to design models of participation that help ensure normative outcomes. Whether the goal is to
achieve technical or social norms, one of the most common motivations for deploying machine learning and automation systems is to
reduce the complexity and friction of human participation. In fact,
automation systems have been demonstrated to actively reduce the
discretionary authority of public officials [1], or replace them–to
disastrous effect [14]. Unfortunately, those ‘street-level bureaucrats’
are often the primary institutionally-provided mechanism for ensuring the realization of normative goals, like fairness, accountability,
and transparency - and their discretion can be critical for handling
errors, edge cases, and contextual considerations for rule-based
systems [2]. FAccT’s metadata maximalism attempts to resolve the
resulting issues by perfecting its lab work, instead of designing
systems aimed at integrating, if not proactively supporting, the
participation of public and justice institutions.

CounterFAccTual: How FAccT Undermines Its Organizing Principles

The tendency to design digital systems to route around the influence of institutions, instead of in ways that directly integrate into
their governance, has the secondary effect of individualizing responsibility for the ways they fail. Without the awareness, capacity,
or active support of institutions, digital systems require individuals
to recognize harms; collect evidence - not only of the offending
action, but also proof of contractual breach or other wrongs; and
then identify the institutions or authorities that may be able to
help them seek redress. That’s all before any of the proceedings
even begin - and, considering the relative capacity, power, and resources of digital system providers, it’s impossible to view that
degree of individual administrative burden as fair, accountable, or
transparent.
That’s not to say there’s a one-size-fits-all institution with which
to integrate as a Panglossian solution, but drawing from the stages
of development above and the basic affordances of publicly enforced
rights, there are a number of legal principles that FAccT researchers
could constructively interrogate as design requirements for product
deployment. Additionally, partnerships with existing networks of
community organizers and political activists have demonstrated
that paying attention to the strategies and infrastructures employed
by these groups productively opens new FAccT design spaces for
normative intervention (e.g. [34, 37]). This list, like the previous
section, is designed as illustrative framing for future governance
interventions, toward generating interest, research, and debate from
the FAccT community.
3.2.1 Articulation of Purpose and Embedded Pathway to Accountability. Those responsible for digital systems should be able to
articulate their purpose, methods, and, ideally, provide an embedded pathway to seek independent accountability for those impacted
by digital decision-making systems, directly or indirectly. Though
a lot of digital systems address this through terms of service agreements, legalistic contracts are notoriously opaque and inert for
users experiencing harm or in need of redress. While it’s true that
statements of purpose, transparency in reporting, and pathways
to accountability aren’t legal requirements in service or product
categories, it should go without saying that they represent table
stakes for FAccT researchers.
3.2.2 Due Process for Rightsholders. While definitions vary across
legal jurisdiction, due process rights fundamentally come down
to ensuring that systems inform the people they impact of their
rights-affecting actions, proactively create an opportunity for an appropriate response, and ensure a basic integrity and proportionality
in the performance of its purpose. While there’s been considerable ink spilled over things like explainability of machine learning
systems, the technical characteristics of a system (including indecipherable complexity) do not historically relieve those responsible
from ensuring peoples’ basic rights when assessing accountability
for resulting harms.
3.2.3 Deployer Duty: Explicit Assumption of Enforceable Responsibilities. One of the primary functions of company structures is to
manage liability - a function ostensibly held in check through robust public accountability institutions. Given the complexity facing
rights-enforcing institutions, the FAccT community could productively invest in researching ways for digital systems to require, or
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at least transparently report, on their exposure to accountability.
This work is, to an extent, underway in the creation of national and
global beneficial ownership registries and, to a lesser extent, the digital system providers willing to contractually guarantee their work
- but there’s a significant amount to be done in both identifying,
reporting, and realizing that accountability in practice.
3.2.4 Provide for Diversity in Self-Representation Capacity. Every
system that reaches popular adoption or intermediates a public
service impacts the rights of people who are unable to represent
their own interests. Many rights-affecting industries include an
explicit category of representative, often called a fiduciary, whose
purpose is to ensure that those incapable of advocating for themselves - whether due to age, capacity, or infirmity - have help. To
the extent that a digital system develops any rights management
or participation systems, it also needs a mechanism for assigning
representation to those unable to do so themselves, in order for the
system to be truly fair, accountable, or transparent to all its users.
We argue that, in order for the FAccT community to move beyond the limits of metadata maximalism, it should focus future
research and interventions on two, key thematic areas: (1) how
to adapt the deployment of digital systems to proactively address
common fairness, accountability, and transparency issues - and
design mechanisms for contextually appropriate participation by
rightsholders in each stage of ongoing system evolution; and (2)
methods for establishing and facilitating interoperability with external, independent governance institutions and infrastructure as a
functional requirement for deployment of data-centric systems.

4

CONCLUSION

There are not only practical approaches to implementing contextual
systems of governance, there are existing models across a range
of vital service industries. Almost all of them center, in some way,
structures and rules for devolving authority to local institutions and there is a significant opportunity for FAccT to focus on ways to
architect systems toward enabling that work. In order for the FAccT
community to achieve its goals, it should start by recognizing (a)
that FAccT principles are realized almost entirely outside of the
lab; (b) that the institutions and processes for safeguarding those
principles in practice are contextual, devolved, and evolving; and
(c) while harm-based diligence and remediation efforts are valuable,
if these capabilities are designed and intended to primarily inform
governance within the lab, they still function to centralize agency
away from rightsholders.
If the FAccT community is serious about actualizing its organizing principles in the implementation of digital systems, it is better
served by designing structures of participatory self-governance
for rightsholders, in addition to the developers and operators currently targeted by its interventions. The realization of fairness,
accountability, and transparency are far more commonly the product of messy, participatory governance than technocratic experts
perfecting digitally abstracted governance processes. That’s especially true when that governance lacks the adaptive capacity and
accountability created by accessible paths to justice.
Finally, continuing to develop and deploy datasets, models, and
services whose inevitable errors, unpredictable proliferation, and
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unaccountable use will harm subjects without access to rights enforcement is a profoundly cynical form of neglect. In an effort to
support the FAccT community’s pursuit of its normative goals, we
argue that it should continue to constructively invest in developing
ways to identify and reconstruct the contextual factors necessary
for justice. We argue, especially, for FAccT researchers to consider
the full life cycle of their product’s potential impact, and design
for adaptive governance throughout. In addition, we recognize that
FAccT’s ideals aren’t computable, nor is upholding basic rights an
internally perfectible endeavor - and so we also argue for research
into methods of direct, participatory connections to contextually appropriate institutions as a functional requirement for digital system
deployment. At this stage of maturity, neither novelty nor naivete
is an excuse: as Deb Chachra [8] puts it: “Any sufficiently advanced
negligence is indistinguishable from malice.”
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